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Have your students ever walked in your door in the morning eager to tell you a story? I often suggest that
students do the "writer's mumble" to see how their rough drafts sound. You can customize any extra wording
to meet your class needs. Today I want to share with you specifically how I publish stories with my first
graders, it is so powerful that it is something I have done for more years than I remember. They learn how to
create text in a text box, change the font if desired and import a picture for their cover. Drafting is writing a
rough draft you don't have to worry about spelling or getting it "just right" when writing a rough draft. I love
that my first graders are so eager to learn that they practically try to emulate an author mentor or my writing
style. Once printed, I ask a parent volunteer to assemble pages in their book so they can write and illustrate
their masterpiece. These are: Ideas , the main message; Organization , the internal structure of the piece; Voice
, the personal tone and flavor of the author's message; Word Choice , the vocabulary a writer chooses to
convey meaning; Sentence Fluency , the rhythm and flow of the language; Conventions , the mechanical
correctness; and Presentation , how the writing actually looks on the page. In the case of a research project,
doing research and taking notes is part of the prewriting stage. Plus I always like to save some things for later
in the year to motivate and reignite their love of writing. Revising involves rewording the rough draft to make
it clearer and more descriptive. I would love for you to become a follower. This unit is by far my students and
my favorite text type. I created a WORD doc template that my students can use to type their stories. I make a
big deal about them being authors, give them time to share their books and send them home with a letter to
their parents. These are perfect to display on your Writing Bulletin Board. However, during the first two
months of school we do not usually publish our stories. Even at the beginning of the year I start to introduce
the writing process to my first graders. We can print two copies and use one as a title page. Copying for more
than one teacher, classroom, department, school, or school system is prohibited. Writing Process Posters Tips:
These posters are Large and if printed to full scale will take up to 5 feet in height. I love hearing their stories
and letting them have the chance to speak through their writing. Our primary students have so many stories to
tell. There are several sets of the pencil posters, also bonus student cards for their notebooks that are included
in this download for you to display in your classroom. Suddenly writing is exciting again, there is a purpose,
students are reading and talking to each other about their stories, they are beaming with prideâ€¦. It might
involve writing a "good copy," typing it up using a word processing program, making a PowerPoint
presentation, or placing your writing on a display board e. They might decide to change things, add things, or
discard things that they have written in their rough drafts. It might involve an experience, a memory, or some
brainstorming to activate background knowledge. Hello Friend! Publishing involves sharing your writing with
an audience. I hang this anchor chart up as a so we can reference the process during mini lessons.


